TITLE = Ankakhut'yun.
IMPRINT = Yerevan, Armenia.
NOTE = Sent one package for collation and microfilming 10-17-18. Rec'd 2-12-19.
NOTE = Part of Post-Soviet Newspapers, Part 1

TITLE = Aragast.
IMPRINT = Yerevan, Armenia.
NOTE = Sent one package for collation and microfilming 10-17-18. Rec'd 2-12-19.
NOTE = Part of Post-Soviet Newspapers, Part 1

TITLE = Azatamart.
IMPRINT = Yerevan, Armenia.
IDENTITY = MF [Neg MF]; 1991-1993; 1 reel.
NOTE = Sent one package for collation and microfilming 10-17-18. Rec'd 2-12-19.
NOTE = Part of Post-Soviet Newspapers, Part 1

TITLE = Eesti AEG.
IMPRINT = Tallinn, Estonia.
NOTE = Part of Post-Soviet Newspapers, Part 2

TITLE = Kaubaleht.
IMPRINT = Tallinn, Estonia.
NOTE = Part of Post-Soviet Newspapers, Part 2

TITLE = Newspapers of the Immediate Post-Soviet Period.
NOTE = Sent 4 reels (reels 1-4) for microfilming 9-7-18. Rec'd 12-11-18.
NOTE = Part of Post-Soviet Newspapers, Part 1

TITLE = Novoe Russkoe Slovo
IMPRINT = New York, NY
CALL # = MF-18964
TITLE = Qazaq ädabieti : Qazaqstan respublikasyyny ädabiet, medeniet zhene öner gazeti.
UNF TITLE = Qazaq ädabieti (Alma-Ata, Kazakhstan : 1934).
IMPRINT = Alma-Ata : Qazaq Ädabieti.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
NOTE = "Qūryltaĭshy-- Qazaqstan zhazushylar odaghy zhăne Kalembar Media ortalyghy," <Jan. 14/20, 2011->
OCLC # = 1109726016.

SEEMP On Order
November 20, 2018 – November 7, 2019

TITLE = Central Asian Newspapers, Part IV
NOTE = 14 boxes containing more than 100 newspaper titles from Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Turkmenistan sent to vendor for collation and microfilming 7-31-19.
NOTE = This material is from the collection of William Fierman, a retired professor of Central Eurasian Studies at Indiana University.

SEEMP Recently Cataloged
November 20, 2018 – November 7, 2019

TITLE = Ameryka = America.
UNF TITLE = Amerýka (Philadelphia, Pa.).
OCLC # = 1100474332.

CALL # = MF-19046
TITLE = Äripäev = the Estonian business day.
IMPRINT = Tallinn : Mainor Bonnier Publications.
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Saturday-Sunday). Feb. 1, 1996-
NOTE = Chiefly in Estonian with some in English.
OCLC # = 1079910141.
NOTE = Part of Post-Soviet Newspapers, Part 1

CALL # = MF-19126
TITLE = Atgimimas
IMPRINT = Vilnius : Lietuvos Persitvarkymo sąjūdis
DESCRIPT = Weekly
OCLC # = 1090418097
NOTE = Part of Post-Soviet Newspapers, Part 1

CALL # = MF-19142
TITLE = Birlik.
TITLE = Бирлик.
IMPRINT = Toshkent : "Ŭzbekiston "Xalq Birligi" ÿarakati.
DESCRIPT = Monthly, <1999->
NOTE = In Uzbek (Cyrillic), 1995-1997; in Uzbek (Cyrillic) and Russian, 1998-
NOTE = Issued also in Russian with title: Edinstvo, 1995-1997.
OCLC # = 1054145192.
NOTE = Part of Central Asian Newspapers, Part 3

CALL # = MF-19041
TITLE = Biznes & Baltija.
IMPRINT = Riga : Rizhskaia firma O.O.O. "Gazeta Biznes & Baltija", 1991-
DESCRIPT = Three times a week, 1995-
OCLC # = 1079058612.
NOTE =  Part of Post-Soviet Newspapers, Part 1

CALL # = MF-19056 r.5.
TITLE = Dübīrлī Dunie saïsast.
TITLE = Дүбірлі Дуние саясат.
IMPRINT = Almaty : Dăuīr.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
NOTE =  Kazakh; Cyrillic alphabet.
OCLC # = 1056177493.
NOTE =  Part of Central Asian Newspapers, Part 3

CALL # = MF-19142
TITLE = Edinstvo.
TITLE = Единство.
UNF TITLE = Birlik (Tashkent, Uzbekistan). Russian.
IMPRINT = Tashkent : Dvizheniia "Xalq Birliği" Uzbekistana.
DESCRIPT = Semimonthly.
NOTE =  Uzbek; Cyrillic alphabet.
OCLC # = 1054172224.
IDENTITY = MF [Neg MF]; 1996-1998;
NOTE =  Sent for collation and microfilming 5-3-17. Rec'd 2 copies of 1 reel 12-21-17.
NOTE =  Part of Central Asian Newspapers, Part 3

CALL # = MF-19138
TITLE = Maḩalla.
TITLE = Мах̨алла.
IMPRINT = Toshkent : Uzbekiston "Maḩalla" khai̇ria khamgharmasi.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
NOTE =  Uzbek; Cyrillic alphabet.
TITLE = Panorama.
TITLE = Панорама.
UNF TITLE = Panorama (Alma-Ata, Kazakhstan).
IMPRINT = Almaty : TOO "Gazeta Panorama".
DESCRIPT = Weekly, 1994-
OCLC # = 1021206067.
HOLDINGS = MF-19070 SEEMP (5 reels)   Mar 1993-Jan 23, 2009
NOTE = Sent for collation and filming 5-3-17. Rec'd 2 copies of 5 reels 12-21-17.
NOTE = Part of Central Asian Newspapers, Part 3

CALL # = MF-19056
TITLE = Qazaqstan Zaman.
TITLE = Қазақстан Заман.
IMPRINT = Almaty : Dăūīr.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
NOTE = In Kazakh (Cyrillic) and Turkish.
OCLC # = 1056177799.
NOTE = Part of Central Asian Newspapers, Part 3

CALL # = MF-19069 r.6.
TITLE = Qonys.
TITLE = Қоныс.
IMPRINT = Almaty : Dăūīr.
DESCRIPT = Monthly.
NOTE = Kazakh; Cyrillic alphabet.
NOTE = Appears as separately numbered insert within: Türkistan.
OCLC # = 1054358983.
NOTE = Part of Central Asian Newspapers, Part 3

CALL # = MF-19069 r.6.
TITLE = Taıqazan.
TITLE = Тайқазан.
IMPRINT = Almaty : Dăūīr.
DESCRIPT = Monthly.
NOTE = Kazakh; Cyrillic alphabet.

NOTE = Appears as separately numbered insert within: Türkistan.

OCLC # = 1054359624.


NOTE = Part of Central Asian Newspapers, Part 3

CALL # = MF-19069
TITLE = Türkistan.
TITLE = Түркістан.
IMPRINT = Almaty : Dăuīr.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
NOTE = Title appears in Cyrillic, Roman, and Arabic scripts, 1994-1996.
NOTE = Kazakh; Cyrillic alphabet.

OCLC # = 1054358975.

HOLDINGS = MF-19069 SEEMP (6 reels)  Jun 7, 1994-Jul 1, 2010
NOTE = Sent for collation and microfilming. 5-3-17. Rec'd 2 copies of 6 reels. 10-23-17.
NOTE = Part of Central Asian Newspapers, Part 3

CALL # = MF-19139
TITLE = Ўзбекистон маданияти.
TITLE = Ўзбекистон маданияти.
IMPRINT = Toshkent : Ўзбекистон Компартыйа Markazи Комитети.
DESCRIPT = Semiweekly.

OCLC # = 1052895896.

NOTE = Part of Central Asian Newspapers, Part 2

CALL # = MF-19069 г.6.
TITLE = Yrys.
TITLE = ырыс.
IMPRINT = Almaty : Dăuīr.
DESCRIPT = Monthly.
NOTE = Kazakh; Cyrillic alphabet.
NOTE = Appears as separately numbered insert within: Türkistan.
OCLC # = 1054359488.
NOTE = Part of Central Asian Newspapers, Part 3

CALL # = MF-19069 r.6.
TITLE = Zhaňan.
TITLE = Жахан.
IMPRINT = Almaty : Dăūîr.
DESCRIPT = Monthly.
NOTE = Kazakh; Cyrillic alphabet.
NOTE = Appears as separately numbered insert within: Türkistan.
OCLC # = 1054359072.
HOLDINGS = MF-19069 SEEMP (reel 6) Apr 8-Jul 1, 2010.
NOTE = Part of Central Asian Newspapers, Part 3

CALL # = MF-19049
TITLE = Zhas alash.
TITLE = Жас алаш.
IMPRINT = Almaty : Qazaqstan LKZhO.
DESCRIPT = Three times a week, June 30, 1992-
NOTE = Kazakh; Cyrillic alphabet.
OCLC # = 1056250771.
NOTE = Sent for collation and microfilming 5-3-17. Rec'd 2 copies of 15 reels. 1-3-18.
NOTE = Part of Central Asian Newspapers, Part 3